
Neophyte Chants

1)      Weather Spell

To lessen the impact of a storm, stand outside facing the direction from which the storm is coming.    Hold your 
hands high in the air.    Focus on your intent.    Yell out this chant sending your energy toward the storm:

North, South, West, East,
Subdue this mighty weather beast.
Calm its fury and make it pass,
Protect my home with this spell I cast.

2) Empowering a Potion

While making a potion, say this chant while envisioning your magick coming to pass:

Bubble, bubble, toil, and trouble,
Strengthen this potion on the double.
Empower this magick, send it fast,
And it harm none, make it last.

3) Book Blessing

You can say this blessing over your Book of Shadows:

In the realm of magick this book shall reside.
No one but the chosen shall see what’s inside.
If breath be to Air as passion to Fire,
Let harm come to none, this is my desire.
If life be to Earth as Water to emotions,
This book be filled with magickal potions.
May the Gods protect it, keep it from harm,
And upon it bestow power, magick, and charm.
No one without wisdom shall peer at its pages,
Or the knowledge inside handed down through the ages.
This book be it mine, it harbors no fears.
The knowledge obtained through blood, sweat, and tears,
My magick’s my passion, the spirit’s my guide.
The love for the Goddess I hold deep inside.
The book may she bless it with spiritual light.
And let only her children read of its rite.
For those of the Wicca truly can see,
That this is my will, so mote it be.

4) Healing Necklace

You will need three lengths of blue cord or string, approximately two feet long.    Sit in your magick circle and braid 
the strands together.    As you braid, chant the following while putting your intent into the cord or string:

Infuse these cords, send healing power,
Have it grow with every hour.

Repeat the chant until you have finished braiding. Then say:

This is my will, so mote it be!
If you like, you can add a bead made from a healing stone.    Wear the necklace, or send it to the person you are 



doing it for.


